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28–9

staging 312

steric hindrance 106

stoichiometric compounds, and

electrodes 208–9

Stokes–Einstein equation 130, 133

structural transformation: see doping;

order–disorder transition

sublattice, mobile ion 7

sublattice melting 49

sulphides, as network modifiers 77

surface charge 270

surface film, and interfacial measurement

287

Tafel equation 279, 284

Tafel slope 290

Tamman's tarnishing constant 207

tarnishing, and electrode reactions 207

teeter-totter cells 196
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Index

trapping effect, dopant 15–16
trapping energy 52–3, 53
and doping 63
WO₃, electrochromic 325–6
tunnels 169, 170

undoping 257–8

vacancies
and conduction 28, 29
conduction planes 28
creation 11–12; see also doping
migration 8, 9
vacuum energies 45
V₂O₅ 312, 313
vanadium bronze cell 296
vehicular motion 58–9
viscosity 130, 131
electrolyte 128
free volume models 133
vitreous transition temperature 80
ionic transport 90–3
Vogel–Tamman–Fulcher equation see VTF equation

voltage
cell equilibrium 218, 220–1
and electrode composition 224
time dependence 225–6
see also potential under cell
voltage equilibrium measurement 175, 176
voltammogram 247, 248, 249, 250
VTF (Vogel–Tamman–Fulcher) equation 98
VTF law 80

VTF behaviour 90–1, 91–2
VTF form
configurational entropy model 137, 137–8
free volume 133

Wagner factor 204, 206, 208, 209–12, 209, 226
and coulometric titration 222
Warburg, E. 2
Warburg impedance 268
absence 282
water
defect insertion 47–8
inserted 64
ion transport 100
proton conductors 70–2
weak electrolyte theory 85–7
Westinghouse tubular cell 317–20
WGL cell 303–4
WLF (Williams–Landel–Ferry) equation 129–30, 131, 132
configurational entropy model 137, 138
working electrode 277, 279

x-ray 105, 183
EXAFS 123–4

zirconia 317
oxygen sensor 322, 323
pumped 322–4
stabilised 63
zirconium, as electrolyte 47
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